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Recent Political Highlights 
• Queen Margrethe II has been chief of state since 1972 and Prime Minister Helle Thorning-Schmidt entered into office in 2011. 
• The Socialist People's Party (SF) resigned from government and the ruling coalition in January this year due to the government’s sale of a 19% stake in state owned DONG 

Energy to Goldman Sachs. A new coalition government was formed the following month. 
Recent Economic Highlights 
• Denmark has a population of 5,569,077 and a 99% literacy rate. The economy is open with exports representing approximately 65% of GDP and the European market 

accounting for two thirds of its total exports. 
• The economy grew 0.9% in Q1’14 compared with the previous quarter driven by stronger private consumption and investment in machinery. The central bank recently 

stated that the economy is back on track and expectations are that it will grow in the coming years. Danmarks Nationalbank forecasts growth of 1.5% this year, 1.8% in 2015 
and 2% in 2016; these forecasts are slightly above the estimates the bank previously provided. 
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• In 2008 a fall in housing prices led to reduced consumer spending levels, which negatively impacted government revenue and businesses. Recently housing prices are on the 
rise and unemployment is on a downward trend currently standing at 3.9%, close to pre-crisis levels.  The government has had to resort to raising spending to pull the 
country out of a slump triggered by the 2007-2008 housing crash. Denmark’s deficit will reach 3% of GDP in 2015 which is near the limit that the European Union places. 
Denmark household debt currently stands at 321% of disposable income, making it the world’s highest private debt burden. 

• IHS reports that “private consumption disappointed in 2013 at 0% growth, but it is expected to rebound to 0.3% in 2014 and 0.8% in 2015. The downgrade of our private 
consumption forecast in the July round is based on the 0.1% moderation of GDP growth in the first quarter of the year, to 0.8% quarter on quarter according to revised 
estimates (although this is still higher than expected, driven by increases in domestic spending). Furthermore, the Danish real estate market has undergone a major 
downward adjustment, with falling property prices hurting housing wealth. Still, labor market conditions are improving, and government job market initiatives could help to 
bring down the unemployment rate (International Labour Organization standardized), which is anticipated to fall back to 6.6% in 2014 from 7.0% in 2013.” 

• Fitch Ratings recently confirmed Denmark’s long-term foreign and local currency issuer default ratings (IDR) at 'AAA' with stable outlooks. The country’s senior unsecured 
foreign and local currency bonds were also been affirmed at 'AAA'. Fitch cited a track record of macro-financial stability reflected by low inflation, current account surpluses 
and a stable banking sector as reasons for the rating.  

• Denmark looks to issue 100 billion kroner ($18.3 billion) in bonds this year to cover government spending. As of June this year the government had issued more than half of 
the 100 billion kroner target.  

http://www.reuters.com/finance/bonds?lc=int_mb_1001�


• The European Commission stated that “the macroeconomic challenges in Denmark no longer constitute substantial macroeconomic risks and are no longer identified as 
imbalances in the sense of the MIP.  The adjustment on the housing market and the implications of a high private sector debt for the real economy and the stability of the 
financial sector seem contained.  However, these developments, as well as drivers of external competitiveness deserve continued monitoring.” 

• Consumer confidence rose for the fifth month in July reflecting improving economic expectations. Denmark’s headline consumer confidence index rose to 10.6 in July from 
9.3 the previous month; this is the first time that this indicator has risen for five consecutive months. 

• Denmark’s ranking was unchanged in the most recent Doing Business ranking (DB 2014); the country is currently ranked number five out of the 189 economies reviewed.  
 
Latest Trade Developments  
• Major exports: machinery and instruments, meat and meat products, dairy products, fish, pharmaceuticals, furniture, windmills 
• Major imports: machinery and equipment, raw materials and semi-manufactures for industry, chemicals, grain and foodstuffs, consumer goods 
• Main trading partners: Germany, Sweden, UK, Netherlands, US, Norway, China 
• SA exports to Denmark totalled R1.5bn in 2011, R1bn in 2012, R896m in 2013 and R324m in Jan-May 2014.  
• SA imports from Denmark totalled R1.9bn in 2011, R2.4bn in 2012, R3.9bn in 2013 and R1.4bn in Jan-May 2014.   
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